ABOUT TECHDIRECT

Techdirect is a Regional IT Solutions Company.

We Serve 50+ Countries Worldwide, with a strong ASEAN presence not limited to Singapore, Thailand, Philippines, China, Taiwan, Japan, Hong Kong and Indonesia.

Techdirect is a regional leader in supplying enterprise data centre equipment, efficient solutions and value-added services.

ASEAN OFFICE LOCATIONS

Singapore [HQ]
29 Tai Seng Avenue
Natural Cool Lifestyle Hub
#03-09, Singapore 534119

Thailand
1122,1124 Soi Yimpattana
Suthisarnvinijchai Rd, Dindaeng,
Bangkok, Thailand 10400

Philippines
Level 40, PBCom Tower, 6795
Ayala Avenue Corner V.A Rufino
Street, Makati City, Zip: 1226

OUR STRENGTHS

Flexible Service Models

Your IT Needs Has To Be Addressed Optimally. This is Why Every Project Begins with a Session With our Consultants.

Regional Competence

Our regional presence (Singapore, Thailand, Philippines) enables us to bridge cross cultural gaps to bring you swift IT Support.

First-rate Service

We believe in going above and beyond to serve you with the most up-to-date practices in IT Management and Consulting wherever you are.

CONTACT US

sales@techdirect.net

www.techdirect.net

SG +65 6602 8182
TH +66 600 024 026
PAST PROJECTS

Design. Deploy. Install.

Techdirect Specialises in Delivering IT solutions to Large and Small Entities.

END-TO-END PROJECT MANAGEMENT

We Provide End-to-End Project Management where Multilayered Coordination is Necessary

- Project Management [Stadium Bowl, Shopping Mall, Outdoor]
- High Density Wifi Build-up [>25,000 people]
- Various Performance Testing [i.e. Large Events, SEA Games, Concerts]
- Wifi Tuning & Optimization
- Professional Site Survey
- Audio/Visual Wifi Performance Testing
- Legacy Mobile Testing

SET-UP IN EXTREME CONDITIONS

We have Unique Experiences in Deploying Reliable IT Infrastructure in Mixed Normal and Harsh Environments. This Enables us to Deliver Optimal Solutions to our Clients with Unique Needs.

- Sub-Zero [-26˚C] Wifi Solutions
- Testing in Low Temperature
- Inventory Scanning in Extreme Conditions
- Installation of Insulated Cabling

CAMPUS-WIDE NETWORK DEPLOYMENT

Our Skillsets have Enabled us to Deploy Complicated Campus Wide Networks with Good Success.

- Investment in Cisco Certified Resources
- Technical Hardware Refresh, Migration, Perimeter Security (firewalls, IPS...)
- Network Infrastructure Hardening
- Hardware & Software Migration
- Infrastructure Refresh
- Application & Load Testing
Multiple Enterprises Have Engaged Our Software Security Expertise to Ensure their Data is Protected from Cyberattacks and other Unexpected Data Loss

Cloud Access Security Brokers [CASB]
Intrusion Prevention System [IPS]
Data Loss Prevention [DLP]
Endpoint Security & Firewalls

We offer Nationwide Wifi Setup and Location-based Analytics for Telcos

Public Wifi Access Setup
Internet Access Gateway Authentication
Implementing Firewalling Policies
Performance Monitoring
Location-based Analytics
Site Surveys

We Partner with your Relevant Headquarters to Ensure Minimum Downtime for Large Office Migrations

Ministry-wide Deployment
Migration of ministry offices to hardware
Project Management [Logistics, Engineering, Commercial]
Coordination with Headquarters to Ensure Minimum Downtime
Switching [Layer 3, Layer 2, Wired, Wireless]
SOLUTIONS
Curating Custom Solutions For All Your IT Needs

Aerohive helps IT radically simplify Cloud Networking by innovations not limited to Wireless Network topology and deployments, and unifying network policy for Access Points, Switches, and Routers.

ANTlabs is a technology solution partner specialising in Hospitality, Large Venue Networks and Telco/ISP.

Dell EMC supports data storage, information security, virtualisation, analytics, cloud and other products and services that enable organisations to store, manage, protect, and analyze data.

Ipswitch is making the networked world a safer place to share data with software tools for SMBs and enterprises that assure secure data sharing and high-performance infrastructures.

McAfee provides A-Z security not limited to web, cloud, server, network and endpoint security and data protection and encryption.

NETSCOUT transforms and accelerates the way you deliver, deploy, and secure services and applications across physical, virtual, and cloud environments.

Since its establishment in 1933 as Tateisi Electric Manufacturing Co., OMRON has supported industry with innovative solutions and advanced technologies.

Palo Alto Networks is the global cybersecurity leader with a mission to protect our way of life in the digital age by preventing successful cyberattacks.
Pulse Secure is focused on delivering secure access solutions for people, devices, things and services. Pulse Secure’s global team is constantly innovating their products to ensure that you can dramatically boost your workers’ productivity, make a smooth and secure transition to the Cloud and ensure that your networks are protected without a burden on IT.

Riverbed helps enhance digital performance across every aspect of a customer’s business through insights into new customers and industries, improving time to market, increasing productivity, or simply delivering fast, secure digital experiences.

ThreatMetrix is a leader in risk-based authentication with solutions for cybersecurity, digital experience, executive leadership, fraud management and mobile businesses.

Since it’s inception in 1988, Trend Micro has become and continues to be a market leader in hybrid cloud security, network defence, small business security, and endpoint security.
SERVICES

Bringing You Precise Services Around The Region

Engineering

Technical Consultancy for Design, Build and Implementation
Migration, Integration and Testing Services
System Health Checks, Audits and Optimisation Services
Rollout and Deployment Services
Relocation Service
General Consultancy

Maintenance

SLA committed IT maintenance
Project Maintenance
Helpdesk Support
Monthly/Annual Recurring

Outsource

Engineering Resources Support
Project Management
3rd Party Services

Audit

Wifi Performance Audit (Air Magnet/Ekahau)
Network Performance Testing (Spirent/Ixia)
Network Monitoring
Logs Management